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But dont think Tina gives up on Malayalam simply because she is a graphic novelist. A graphic novel doesnt have to be in a language of which you are familiar. And even more, you dont have to stick to one genre. In her latest novel Ore Eru Vurda, set in Kerala in the early 1900s, Tina does touch on Malayalam. As it is based on his
childhood, which he grew up in Kerala, his objective was to find the correct story and the right characters. And its been a huge challenge, says Tina, reaching out to scholars, be it Achaya or Muthuchippi. Speaking to us over WhatsApp, Tina says, Weve come across so many good stories, all the Malayalam stories have so many

literary efforts. But somehow they end up fragmentary. It needs a good narrative and a clear focal point, that hasnt been there in most Malayalam novels. A number of her short stories have made it on to radio. She herself was a radio jockey for 6 years in Bangalore. Also for television, she has acted in eight plays, five Malayalam
and three Hindi. She was also featured in a documentary on Malayalam literature on ABP, a reputed Malayalam news channel. We started it as a relaxation from the bigger things and its been going on for about a year. We took our time on it because there werent any graphic novels in Malayalam. I wanted to bring in humour and

have fun with it. Because these characters are like people we know, everyday people that we can understand and relate to. Concerned with science fiction, supernatural and horror since childhood, George Davy thrived on reading fantasy novels. In fact George used to read 50 books a month. He realised his fantasies in Malayalam,
and in 2000, he started writing the novel, which he claims to be the first ever by a foreigner author in Malayalam. At times he struggled with it, but in 2004, he got it published.
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